Abstract-Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) will profoundly influence the ubiquitous computing landscape. Their utility derives not from the computational capabilities of any single sensor node, but from the emergent capabilities of many communicating sensor nodes. Consequently, the details of communication within and across single hop neighborhoods is a fundamental component of most WSN applications. But these details are often complex, and popular embedded languages for WSNs do not provide suitable communication abstractions. We propose that the absence of such abstractions contributes to the difficulty of developing large-scale WSN applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ubiquitous computing vision involves deeply embedded networked devices seamlessly integrated into the physical world. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs), which are inherently multi-hop and often heterogeneous, bring us one step closer to this vision. Each WSN consists of tiny computing devices, or motes [21] , capable of sensing, processing, and communicating environmental stimuli. Their purpose is to enable dense instrumentation of the physical world, at scales that may include hundreds or thousands of devices. The application areas are numerous, including environmental and habitat monitoring [22] , [14] , intruder detection and tracking [1] , structural damage detection [8] , [11] , wildfire monitoring [5] , and disaster response [12] -to name a few. Our work is based on the observation that communication is fundamental to these application areas. We expect the same to be true of other areas since individual motes are resource-constrained. The power of a WSN comes not from the capabilities of the individual devices, but from the collective capabilities achievable through wireless communication.
But addressing the intricacies of wireless communication can be a difficult, error-prone task. This is especially true of WSN applications, where the number of participating devices can be large, the communication patterns can be complex, and the network links are ad-hoc and unreliable. Hence, we posit the need for programming abstractions that hide the complexities of internode communication both within and across single-hop neighborhoods. In this paper, we focus on communication abstractions for nesC [7] and TinyOS [10] , [20] , the defacto standard for developing WSN systems. We consider this platform to be representative of the state of the art in the field, and yet, it remains difficult for developers to produce reliable WSN applications using this platform. We contend that this is due, at least in part, to the absence of suitable communication abstractions.
We therefore propose a Remote Procedure Call (RPC) abstraction, similar to that provided by Java RMI [18] and CORBA [17] , suitably adapted to the resource and network limitations of commercially-available mote hardware. Our approach consists of three parts. First, we develop a set of nesC language extensions that allow designers to specify module dependencies that span hardware boundaries. Using these extensions, designers are able to invoke remote operations without regard to the underlying communication details. Second, we develop a set of compiler tools that automate the generation of the communication infrastructure, and transform our language extensions to semantically equivalent nesC code. Finally, we develop an operating system service for TinyOS that manages the interactions between remote modules 1 . Our approach is guided by the following desiderata. (i) Ease of Use. As with any RPC implementation, the intent is to reduce the cognitive burden of developing distributed applications. Consequently, our approach should provide transparent distribution without introducing additional complexity.
(ii) Lightweight Implementation. We consider the Berkeley family of Mica motes [9] , [3] , [4] as our reference hardware platform. These devices are equipped with an 8 bit processor operating at 8Mhz, 128K of flash program memory, 4K of RAM, and a limited energy supply. Our implementation must therefore be lightweight, precluding the use of existing RPC implementation strategies. (iii) Local Call Semantics. Our interest is in complementing nesC with support for distribution while preserving the fundamental semantics that have made it successful. We therefore impose a requirement that remote calls preserve the same execution semantics as local calls. (iv) Adaptability. We are interested in enabling long-lived WSN applications. Because internode module dependencies change over time, it must be possible to programmatically adapt to these changes through dynamic binding and reconfiguration. The motivation for adaptation may be applicationdriven, based on resource demands or availability, spurred by changing environmental conditions, or due to the inevitable failure of network nodes. (v) Incremental Adoption. One of the motivations for focusing on nesC and TinyOS is to leverage the widespread acceptance of the platform. Consequently, it must be possible to adopt our approach incrementally, without compromising a previous investment in nesC and TinyOS.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present an overview of nesC and TinyOS. In Section III, we present the design and implementation of our RPC approach. We demonstrate its utility in Section IV with a case study involving the design and implementation of a simple multihop routing protocol. In Section V, we discuss key elements of related work. We conclude in Section VI with conclusions regarding the applicability of the proposed approach to our reference hardware platform, and provide pointers to future work.
II. NESC AND TINYOS
The nesC programming language and the TinyOS operating system have become the standard tools for developing WSN applications. nesC is a component-based dialect of C, and TinyOS is a componentized operating system that supports nesC applications. The operating system provides a simple scheduler, and a set of nesC modules for interacting with the mote hardware. A nesC application consists of (i) interfaces, (ii) modules, and (iii) configurations. We discuss each of these elements in the paragraphs that follow.
Interfaces. Interfaces in nesC are analogous to interfaces in standard object-oriented languages. Each interface defines the commands that must be provided by a module that implements the interface. An interface can also define events that may be signaled by an implementing module. Each event defines the signature of a callback function that will be invoked on modules that use the declaring interface when the event is signaled.
Modules. Modules in nesC are bidirectional. Each module defines a set of interfaces that it provides, and a set of interfaces that it uses. A module is responsible for implementing the commands that it provides, and relies on the commands that it uses as part of its implementation. Modules are additionally responsible for implementing the callback functions corresponding to the events that will be signaled through the interfaces that it uses.
Configurations. nesC modules are completely decoupled; they reference one another only through their interfaces. A nesC configuration is a special type of module that resolves interface dependencies. A configuration declares a set of modules to be imported, and wires the modules that provide particular interfaces to the modules that use those interfaces. One interesting aspect of this wiring is that multiple providers of a given interface may be wired to a single user of that interface. Operations invoked by the using module through the interface will be dispatched to each of the providing modules in turn. Similarly, if the provider signals an event, the corresponding callback function will be invoked on each of the users. Configurations play a central role in our RPC design, so we consider a simple configuration in Figure 1 .
The wiring diagram shown in the figure comes from the Blink application packaged as part of the standard TinyOS [20] . When installed on a mote, the application causes the mote's red LED to blink periodically. The declaration on line 3 specifies the list of modules to be included in the application image. The declarations on lines 5 through 8 specify the bindings between interface users and interface providers. The dot notation is interpreted as module.interface. The left-hand side of each declaration specifies a module and an interface that it uses; the right-hand side specifies a module and an interface that it provides. Hence, based on the configuration shown in the figure (and the details of the module implementations which are not shown) the application behaves as follows. When Main begins execution, it calls initialization commands through its StdControl interface, which are invoked on both SingleTimer and BlinkM. The SingleTimer module periodically signals an event through its Timer interface, which results in the execution of a callback function in BlinkM. Finally, this function calls a command through its Leds interface, which is invoked on LedsC. The implementation of the command in LedsC causes the red LED to toggle its state.
It is also important to mention that nesC and TinyOS are designed to support energy-efficient applications. To achieve this efficiency, the architecture is reactive, allowing the processor to remain idle as often as possible. Designers provide commands and events that are invoked in response to lowlevel hardware interrupts, rather than providing a main control loop. Further, to avoid busy-waiting, long-running commands are implemented as split-phase operations. So, for example, a module might invoke getSensorData() -a command that returns immediately. When the sensor data becomes available, the caller will be notified through an appropriate event. As we will see, split-phase operations play a central role in our RPC design.
III. RPC APPROACH
To understand the benefits of our approach in reducing the complexity of distributed programming in nesC, consider a simple variation of the Blink application discussed in the previous section. Consider an extension in which the application periodically toggles the red LED on an additional mote within the same neighborhood. Using nesC and TinyOS, what would be required to support such an extension? The designer would first be required to import and appropriately bind GenericComm, the nesC module that supports wireless communication. They would then be required to develop appropriate data structures for transmitting toggle requests to the remote node. Finally, they would need to modify the BlinkM module to use the interfaces provided by GenericComm to transmit blink requests when the SingleTimer module signals the fired() event. Similar steps would be required on the receiving end to handle the processing of toggle request messages. The example is trivial, but one can imagine the complexity of more realistic applications, which might involve numerous requests, message arguments, acknowledgements, etc.
There are several areas in such applications where a programmer may unknowingly introduce errors. One possibility is that GenericComm may be wired incorrectly -a common occurrence for those new to nesC development. The application might compile, but transmission requests may be ignored, or the processing of received messages may be compromised. Given the limited debugging support available for these devices, such defects are often difficult to isolate. Another possibility is that particular requests or responses may be improperly marshalled or unmarshalled. Again, this is a common defect, especially in systems with complex communication requirements. The frequency is due to an unsafe type system; developers are required to use untyped pointers to build and parse message payloads. Incorrect typecasting, off-by-one errors, and buffer overruns can result in unpredictable behavior that is difficult to debug. These are precisely the types of errors that an RPC abstraction helps to eliminate.
A. nesC Language Extensions
Our language extensions are designed to integrate naturally with nesC. The changes principally affect only the syntax of configurations. They are based on the observation that the complexity of internode communication can be significantly reduced by extending the syntax to accommodate bindings across mote boundaries. Hence, we introduce syntax for exposing modules to remote applications, and for declaring internode bindings to these modules. As an example, consider again the extended Blink application. Using our RPC extensions, a designer might specify the configuration shown in Figure 2 . Note that portions of the configuration unchanged from Figure 1 have been elided.
Fig. 2. RPC-Based Configuration Example
In this example, we assume that BlinkM has been modified to use the LedsR interface, a remote version of the standard Leds interface. (We will discuss the details of remote interfaces in Section III-B.) The key change to the configuration syntax is shown on line 3. The remote: keyword indicates that the local interface user is bound to a remote provider. Hence, in this configuration, BlinkM.LedsR is bound to the remote module identified by MODULE ID at the remote node identified by MOTE ID. The expressions in brackets are simply integer constants. MODULE ID is a module identifier that uniquely identifies a specific module implementation. In some cases, an application may expose multiple modules that provide the same interface. Hence, the module identifier serves to disambiguate the module to which the interface should be bound. When implementing BlinkM, the designer invokes commands through LedsR as though the interface were bound to a local module. The invocations ultimately affect the remote node without regard to how the underlying communication occurs. Hence, from an application designer's perspective, remote calls are semantically equivalent to local calls, thereby supporting desideratum (ii; Local Call Semantics). The conceptual view implied by the configuration in this example is illustrated in Figure 3 . The remote: keyword is also used to specify the remote modules that should be exposed by an application. Hence, in our example, the configuration used in the remote application will include a components declaration of the form: "components Main, ..., remote: LedsMR[MODULE ID]". The LedsMR module is identical to the LedsC module, but can be exposed for remote use.We note that these are the only changes required for a designer to distribute an application, thereby supporting desideratum (i; Ease of Use).
It is interesting to note that remote bindings provide a convenient abstraction for group communication. A designer can bind a single user of an interface to multiple remote providers of that interface. When the using module invokes commands through the interface, the invocations are dispatched to each of the motes specified in the various bindings. In effect, this binding idiom simulates multicast; the communication is realized as a series of unicast communications.
In addition to unicast and (simulated) multicast, our approach supports broadcast and discovery. To bind an interface user to all of the matching providers in a one-hop neighborhood, the designer specifies a special constant in place of the destination node's identifier. A similar constant is used to establish a discovery binding. When a command is invoked through an interface bound using discovery, the command will be executed on some node that provides the required interface. Once this binding is established, it is persistent; future invocations will be dispatched to the same module.
We note that in principal, remote bindings may be used in applications that take advantage of traditional nesC and TinyOS communication primitives. In practice, however, there could be unexpected contention for the radio, resulting in transmission errors. This is one potential disadvantage of our current design. By hiding the underlying communication details, it becomes difficult for an application designer to arbitrate access to the resources managed by the underlying RPC service. Hence, our current design only partially satisfies desideratum (v; Incremental Adoption).
B. Remote Interfaces
An interface that will participate in an internode binding must satisfy special requirements. We refer to interfaces that satisfy these requirements as remote interfaces. The first requirement is due to the fact that our approach does not support remote references. Hence, pointer arguments may not be used, and parameters must be passed by value. Second, every command and event declared by a remote interface must specify a return type of remote result t. When a remote command or callback function is invoked, control immediately returns to the caller. The return value of the call indicates whether the invocation request was properly sent by the underlying RPC service, and provides diagnostic feedback in the event of an error.
But why design the service to return control immediately? Why not wait for the invocation to complete? To understand the motivation for this decision, recall that long-running commands are implemented as split-phase operations to avoid busy-waiting -which could interfere with interrupt handling, power efficiency, etc. Remote commands, regardless of their implementation, are always long-running relative to their local counterparts due to the cost of network communication. Consequently, we require that remote operations be splitphase or one-way. A one-way command, as in the CORBA approach [17] , is an asynchronous command that never signals its completion. The return type that must be specified when declaring remote commands and events makes it possible for designers to provide recovery logic in the presence of communication errors.
It is useful to consider the transformation of an existing nesC interface into a remote interface. This task is common when using our approach, and as we will see, it is straightforward. Consider the standard Leds interface and the corresponding remote interface, LedsR, shown in The Leds interface declares the redToggle() command (line 3), which is used to toggle the red LED. The async keyword preceding the declaration essentially indicates that the command may be invoked concurrently from multiple contexts (e.g., events signaled in response to different interrupts). The return value indicates whether the command was executed successfully. Now consider the LedsR interface, the remote counterpart of Leds. The interface defines split-phase operations corresponding to each of the commands declared by Leds. The command and event pair corresponding to redToggle(), for example, is shown on lines 8 through 10. Notice that the return type of redToggle() has changed from result t to remote result t. In the case of Leds, invocations are handled locally; the return value indicates the success of the invocation. In the case of LedsR, an invocation request will be sent to a remote module; the return value indicates whether the request was sent successfully. The success of the invocation can only be determined at the remote node, which signals the completion of the operation using redToggleDone(). Again, the return value of this event (i.e., callback function) indicates whether the callback invocation request was properly sent. The first value passed as argument corresponds to the return value of the original command, providing a means for the caller to determine whether the remote invocation was successful. In the general case, the argument list of the remote command mirrors the argument list of its local analogue. Since our approach does not support remote references, arguments modified by a remote command are not visible to the caller. Hence, there is no reason to notify a caller of the post-conditional argument values; they are omitted from the argument list in the corresponding event.
We next consider the transformation of a split-phase operation with a simple example. The OneshotTimer interface shown in Figure 5 defines a single split-phase operation used to signal a fired() event after some specified delay. The start() command is used to initiate the start of the timer. OneshotTimerR is the remote version of the same interface. The differences between the two interfaces are similar to those discussed previously. First, the return type of result t has been replaced with remote result t in the command and event declarations. As before, this change reflects the semantic difference in the return values. Second, the value returned by the original command is now passed as an argument to fired(), as reflected by the change in the argument list of that event. In the general case, the argument list of the remote event is identical to the argument list of its local counterpart, except for the inclusion of the corresponding command's return value. This design allows the remote node to communicate the success of the remote operation to the caller.
We introduce an additional keyword to identify one-way commands. The oneway keyword must prefix the declaration of any command that does not participate in a split-phase operation. We will discuss the need for identifying one-way operations when we consider the details of communication in Section III-C. Once a remote interface has been created, either from scratch or based on a transformation, an implementation of the interface must also be developed. In the case of a transformation, it is desirable to reuse an existing module that implements the original interface, since the module already provides the appropriate functionality -it is only its interface that is incompatible. To address this issue, we use the Adapter design pattern [6] , the purpose of which is to reconcile interface incompatibilities. In short, we develop a new module that implements the appropriate remote interface. This new module uses the module being adapted, and delegates calls through the new interface to the appropriate commands of the old interface.
Designers using our approach are required to apply these transformations by hand. In the future, however, we anticipate the development of tools that automate this process. One interesting problem that we have encountered in designing such tools involves the transformation of split-phase operations. Specifically, in converting the return value of each command to an argument of its corresponding event, it must be possible to identify the command and event pairs that implement split-phase operations. We are currently considering language extensions that make this information manifest in the configuration.
Finally, we note that the types of transformations described here may seem to violate desideratum (iii; Local Call Semantics). But given a remote interface consisting entirely of splitphase and one-way operations -operations familiar to nesC developers -calls through the interface behave as though the implementing module is local to the caller. Hence, we have not modified the semantics of the language. We have modified the semantics of the interfaces (and the implementing modules). Given the condition that long-running operations be split-phase, and the need to handle potential communication errors, these changes seem unavoidable.
C. Proxies and Skeletons
We rely on a proxy-skeleton architecture similar to that used in CORBA to implement our model. On the using side of an internode binding, we use the Proxy design pattern [6] to hide the details of network communication. Consider again the extended Blink application discussed in Section III-A, and the configuration of this application shown in Figure 2 . In the example, the BlinkM module uses LedsR, the remote interface shown in Figure 4 . When the configuration is processed by our RPC compiler, BlinkM will be rewired to a local module that implements the LedsR interface. This local proxy is generated automatically based on the LedsR interface, and will be passed the same parameters (e.g., node identifier, module identifier) specified in the original configuration. Calls from BlinkM through LedsR will be dispatched to this local proxy. The module will marshal the invocation requests (e.g., command identifiers, argument values), and pass the marshalled requests to the RPC service. Similarly, when the proxy receives a marshalled invocation request for one of its callback functions, it will unmarshall the request, and invoke the appropriate function in BlinkM. As a result, the remote module will appear as though it is local 2 . Figure 6 illustrates the local interactions of an application, a proxy, and the RPC service.
Fig. 6. Local Proxy Interactions
Every generated proxy provides a BindControl interface that supports dynamic reconfiguration. The interface provides a single command, bindTo(), which can be called from within the using module. The command rebinds the proxy to a new remote module based on the node identifier passed as argument. Alternatively, a designer may specify a broadcast or discovery constant, indicating that the binding should be appropriately redefined. This interface supports desideratum (iv; Adaptability). Consider again the extended Blink application. If the BlinkM module continues to invoke the remote redToggle() command, but never receives the redToggleDone() event, it may conclude that the remote node is no longer available. Hence, the recovery logic of BlinkM may use the BindingControl.bindTo() command to rebind the LedsR interface to a new provider of the interface. Again, the example is trivial, but support for adaptability is essential in long-lived WSN applications.
It is important to note that the designer is unaware of the proxy module; this module is generated by the RPC compiler. So how can the designer access this interface? We will return to this question in Section VI.
Recall that each exposed module must be identified in the components import list of the appropriate configuration. In the extended Blink application, the remote node will expose the LedsMR module, which provides the LedsR interface. When the configuration for this application is processed by our RPC compiler, the compiler generates a skeleton module based on the remote interfaces provided by LedsMR. The skeleton will use LedsMR, and it will also be wired to the RPC service. When a marshalled invocation is received, the skeleton will be notified. It will unmarshall the request, and perform the appropriate invocation on the actual implementation. For split-phase operations, when a completion event is signaled on the skeleton by the actual implementation, the skeleton will marshall the invocation request and dispatch it through the RPC service to the caller that initiated the split-phase operation. Figure 7 illustrates the local interactions of the RPC service, a skeleton, and the corresponding remote module.
Fig. 7. Local Skeleton Interactions
But how will the skeleton know which caller to signal when a completion event is fired? When a skeleton receives a command that initiates a split-phase operation, it records the caller's node and module identifier -information contained in the marshalled request. When a completion event is fired, this information is used to determine the caller that must be notified. To ensure that a completion event signal is properly associated with the caller that initiated the splitphase operation, each skeleton services only one split-phase operation at a time. When an initiating command is received, the skeleton begins deferring further split-phase requests. When the corresponding completion event is signalled, this lock is released. This is the key motivation for introducing the oneway keyword: One-way commands must be identified since they should not affect the lock status of a skeleton.
D. RPC Operating System Service
The RPC service is a lightweight communication layer built on top of the standard TinyOS communication stack. The service is realized as a single nesC module. Every proxy and skeleton generated by the RPC compiler uses this module to send and receive marshalled invocation requests. In addition to providing transport services between proxies and skeletons, the service provides buffering and arbitration support. Hence, if a remote invocation is placed while the radio is busy, the marshalled invocation will be buffered for later transmission. Buffered requests are sent in the order that the invocations were placed. A similar buffering strategy is useful when messages are received. Receiver-side buffering prevents messages from being dropped when the destination skeleton is busy servicing a request. (Recall that a skeleton may only service one request at a time.) We are currently implementing this feature.
IV. CASE STUDY
To illustrate the use and efficacy of our approach, we consider a simple case study involving the design of a multihop routing protocol. We implement a simple variation of the standard TinyOS beaconing protocol [10] , and use the resulting spanning tree to forward data packets to a distinguished root node. We make the assumption that all nodes are uniquely identified, and that each node periodically transmits its current sensor readings. Each node stores its unique identifier, its current distance from the root, and the identifier of its parent. With the exception of the root node, which is always at distance zero, all nodes are initialized to be at distance infinity, with parent identifiers equal to their own identifiers. Using an RPC interface, motes periodically share state information with their neighbors, and form a tree by choosing a parent with the minimum distance from the root. The tree formation is diffusing; it will begin near the root node, and progress toward more distant parts of the network. To focus on the use of our RPC approach, our routing protocol is different from the standard beaconing protocol. Rather than periodically broadcasting state information using one-way commands, each node initiates new parent links only when necessary. Hence, when a transmission request is placed, and a node detects that it is disconnected from the tree, it will invoke a split-phase neighbor query through a remote interface bound using broadcast. The corresponding completion events signalled through the interface will cause the node to bind to a new parent based on the neighbor information that it receives.
When designing the protocol, our focus was on developing remote interfaces that provide a natural means of internode communication without concern for the underlying details. The two interfaces used in our design are shown in Figure 8 . Each mote application uses and provides a remote module that implements RouteMsgR. This interface provides commands and events to send and receive application data. NeighborsR is used internally by the implementing module, and supports the exchange of state information among one-hop neighbors. Application modules attempting to transmit information to the root node simply invoke RouteMsgR.send() 3 ; the underlying details are hidden by proxies and skeletons. The invocation of this command is dispatched to the parent node, which acknowledges the receipt of the data by firing the sendDone() event. This event is dispatched on the calling child. Figure 9 shows the callback function which is executed in response to the split-phase getRoute() command. After checking that the data comes from a suitable parent 4 , the local myParent and myDistance variables are updated (lines 5 and 6). Finally, the BindControl interface is used to dynamically rebind the RouteMsgR interface to its new parent (line 7). One might argue that the above implementation is trivial. But this exactly the point! The routing implementation requires no networking code at all -the details are completely hidden by our RPC framework. Internode collaboration is achieved using the same local semantics familiar to nesC designers. We of course acknowledge that the algorithm is less than optimal. But still, it illustrates an important point: Our approach abstracts over the details of internode communication, and simplifies the development of WSN applications.
V. RELATED WORK
The concept of a Remote Procedure Call abstraction dates back several decades. The first full-scale design and implementation is attributed to Birrell and Nelson [2] , [16] for their work with the Cedar programming environment. More recent implementations include Java RMI [18] , CORBA [17] , and .NET Remoting [15] . These implementations are designed to support object-oriented programming models, and to execute on desktop-and server-class hardware. While our design shares similarities with these approaches, their programming models and resource assumptions are inappropriate to nesC, TinyOS, and mote-class hardware.
We are unaware of any previous work investigating RPC abstractions for nesC and TinyOS. However, several researchers have considered the design of improved communication abstractions. Space limitations preclude an exhaustive survey; we focus on three of the most relevant.
Madden et al. propose TinyDB [13] , a lightweight query processing system for TinyOS. In their approach, a WSN is viewed as a logical database table. Each sensor node is represented as a row within the table, with fields corresponding to the data elements that it provides (e.g., light, temp). Users of the WSN, including applications running on uppertier devices, issue SQL-like queries against the network to acquire the data of interest. The query language is expressive, and includes support for standard aggregation operators (e.g., 4 Portions of code not essential to the discussion have been elided. AVG, SUM)). The programming framework provides support for extending the commands and attributes exposed by each node, as well as for extending the aggregation operators that may be used. While this framework has proven valuable in various applications, the programming model is fundamentally different than the standard nesC model. Our goal has been to provide transparent distribution while preserving the nesC programming model.
Tolle proposes Nucleus [19] , a lightweight query system with similarities to TinyDB. Using this approach, each program symbol within a nesC application is automatically exposed as a Nucleus attribute 5 . A designer may also use Nucleus to expose custom attributes that are computed. An upper-tier device or end-user can inject simple queries into an active WSN to query these attributes. These queries can be directed to a single node, or to the network as a whole. Nucleus does not support attribute updates, complex queries, or remote operations. The framework is principally used for network profiling and debugging.
Whitehouse et al. propose Hood, a neighborhood abstraction for nesC built on top of TinyOS. Hood provides a set of nesC modules for defining neighborhood membership criteria, and for controlling the data shared across the nodes within the resulting neighborhoods. In effect, Hood allows an application developer to access data elements within its neighborhoods as though the elements are local. The underlying Hood implementation manages neighborhood membership, data sharing, and caching. While similar in spirit to our approach, Hood focuses exclusively on remote data. Our approach is concerned with enabling remote operations.
VI. DISCUSSION
Our goal has been to reduce the cognitive burden of developing WSN applications by providing an abstraction that hides the complexities of internode communication. To that end, we presented the design and implementation of an RPC framework for nesC and TinyOS -the defacto standard for developing WSN applications. Our design satisfies the desiderata presented in Section I, and extends the local programming model of nesC and TinyOS with support for transparent distribution.
One interesting requirement that our design satisfies is the requirement of dynamic adaptability. Given the expectation of node and network failure, this requirement must be satisfied in any long-lived WSN application. As discussed in Section III-C, this is achieved by exposing a BindControl interface through every local proxy. This interface is used to rebind a proxy to a new remote module based on node failure, changing environmental conditions, etc. In our current implementation, the application designer is required to manually wire the BindControl interface of the generated proxy to the module responsible for adaptation. This manual wiring is a limitation of our implementation progress, not of our design.
To hide the details of this wiring, we propose the following language extension. If an application requires adaptability control on a remote binding, they must annotate the binding declaration to indicate the module responsible for adaptability. Consider a module M that uses a remote interface RI. Consider further that M uses the BindControl interface to control the binding on RI. To allow the RPC compiler to generate the code necessary to wire the BindControl interface of the generated proxy to M, the binding declaration must be modified as follows: "M.RI -> remote: RI[...] rebindable by M.BindControl;". We are actively working to include support for this feature.
The processing and communication overhead introduced by our approach seems to be negligible since the generated code mirrors what an application developer would be required to provide to support the same functionality. There is, however, a storage cost for the additional operating system services, proxies, and skeletons. A preliminary analysis of the overhead introduced by the operating system service is shown in Table I 6 . We note that for the same application, each proxy adds 314 bytes to the image size on the Mica platform, while skeletons add 567 bytes. The overhead increases marginally for each command used. (The nesC compiler applies whole program analysis to eliminate unused code.) Again, the overhead analysis is preliminary, but supports desideratum (ii; Lightweight Implementation). In future work, we intend to explore additional binding modes. Of particular interest are n-hop and selective exclusion bindings. An n-hop binding will enable dependencies between modules n hops apart. A selective exclusion binding will enable interactions with every node in a one-hop neighborhood, except for those identified in the binding declaration. We expect that these extensions will help to simplify the design of various WSN protocol implementations. Additionally, we plan to parameterize the core RPC service to support application-specific configurability. We envision a service that can be easily tailored to support a range of buffering, concurrency, and reliability strategies.
